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To all whom M ay concern: 
Be it known that I, HUGO ROSENSTEIN, a 

citizen of the United States. residing in the 
borough of'Broo-klyn, in the city and State 
of New York, have invented a new. and use 
ful Plane-Fastener for Toy .and Model Aero 
planes, of which the following is a speci? 
cation. ' ' ' 

This invention relates to ‘my and model 
aeroplanesand my improvements have par 
ticular reference to means whereby the aero 
foil members may be conveniently and re— 
movably attached to the frame, said means 
also enabling the adjustment of said aero 
foil, members, in proper angular positions 
relatively ito..said frame. 
To theseerrds my invention consists of 

an attachingr \elevicc composed of hard 
drawn wire, shaped to enable it to ?t over 
the frame bars of the modellor toy and to 
tensionally receive an aerofoil member, which 
is thereby held in adjusted position. 
For model or toy aeroplanes having a 

frame consisting of two diverging bars ar 
ranged as a V, and havingr a supporting‘ 
aerofoil disposed toward the broader portion 
thereof. I employ engaging wires, one for 
each - bar, bent in two places to provide 
sockets for~the bar. and having inturned, 
opposing, end hooks, to tensionally engage 
opposite edges of said aerofoil. and thus 
hold it in place upon the frame. 
The forward aerofoil, which forms the 

elevator plane. is connected to the. narrow 
portion of the V frame by a bent wire having 
two opposed socket portions. to receive. re 
spectively. the frame bars; the intermediate 
wire portion being bent to comprise a receiv 
ing socket, above the frame. for the rear edge 
of said elevator plane; and the free ends of 
said wire beingr crossed and bent to provide 
terminal socket, portions to tensionally en 
gage with advance portions of the frame 
bars. - 

T In a modified form of my invention. 
wherein the wire attaching devices are in 
tended for use with a type of model or toy 
aeroplane havingr a single bar as a frame. the 
supporting aerofoil. in this instance, is con 
nected to said bar by a wire which is doubled 
upon itself. forming a‘sockct at its closed 
end to engage beneath said bar, its arms 
crossing above said bar. there formingr a re 
ceiving socket with the upper surface of said 
bar for the aerofoil, and its free ends formed 
into hooks which engage as sockets with said 

bar. In this modified device, the rear nt‘lir 
foil or elevator plane is attached to the. 
frame bar by a wire which is folded upon A 
self. engaged at its closed end with a stud 
extending above the frame bar. and, formed 
into hook like sockets at its free ends. which‘ 
engage beneath the frame bar. thus leaving 
an inclosed space above the frame bar to re 
ceive the acrofoil. ’ ' 

Other features and advantages of my said 
invention will be hereinafter referred to. 

In the. drawings: Figure 1 is a perspective, 
of a form of the device embodying: the in v » 
vention. Fig‘. ‘2 is a top view of the same. 
Fig. 8 is a side elevation of the same. Fig. 
4 is a front elevation of the same. Fig. 5 is 
a perspective of a second form of the device 
embodying the invention. 6 is a top 
view of the same. Fig. 7 is a side elevation 
of the same. Fig. 8 is a front elevationof 
the same. Fig‘. 9 is a perspective of a third 
form of the device embodying this invention. 
Fig. 10 is a top view of the same. Fig. 11 is, 
a side elevation of the same. Fig. 12 is a 
perspective of a fourth form of the device 
embodying the invention. Fig. 1.3 is top 
view of the same. Fig. 14 is a side elevation 
of the same. ' 

In the. form of my invention which illustrated in Figs. 1 to 8 inclusive, wire fas~ 
tening devices for the supporting and cle 
vating aerofoils are shown, the frame bars 
A B being shown only in part, for'the pur 
pose of indicating the relation between said 
devices. the frame members, and the aero 
foils. Also diagrammatically the support— 
ing aerofoil is shown in part at C and the 
elevator aerofoil at D. , Y - 

The frame bars A, B, which are here 
shown as rectangular in cross section, may 
form together a V frame, as indicated in 
Fig, 1. p 
The supporting aerofoil C is attached to 

each of the frame bars A, B, as by separate 
devices composed of pieces of spring wire 
each bent at a b to form separate rectangu 
lar sockets shown in Fig. 5, to receive, at 
different points, a bar of the frame, the 
‘connecting portion 0 of said wire being 
bowed or bent upwardly, thus leaving a 
slight clearance between said wire and the 
upper surface of the bar, to receive an aero 
foil stiffening rod (not shown). Said piece 
of wire, beyond the bent portions a and b 
respectively, is formed into inwardly di 
rected hooks d e, to receive,‘ respectively the 
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front andhrear edgesyofv the supportingaero' 
foil and thus to attach the latter to the ' 
frame.- Said vaerofoil C is commonly made 
of stiff material, and is arched slightly,‘ to 
give it a desired camber,v in inserting it in 
they hooks d le,'which latter are spaced apart 
thee-necessary distance to limit the expan 
sion ‘of said aerofoil as arched for its in 
troduction to said hooks, whereby its tend 
ency to expand in its con?ned relation 
therein affords a desired tensional engage 
ment of said aerofoil upon and to its frame. 
The wire which engages the elevator aero 

' foil D to the frame bars l vto 4), is 
bent inwardlyat f and g to receive the bars, 
A, B, respectively, the intermediate wire 

' r, portion being formed into a hook like cradle 
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h, opening’ rearwardly to provide a receiv 
ing socket for the forward edge of aerofoil 
D, said cradle it being supported above the 
uppersurface of the frame, by the upstand 
ing Wire portions 11 By this arrange 
ment of the cradle h the aerofoi-l D is given 
a desired angle of incidence, enabling it -to 
serve as an elevator.‘ Q _ ‘- f - > ' 

Rearwardlyof the bends f and g, the free 
I arm'kvl' of the wire are'crossed, beneath the 
fraine‘, said arms terminating‘ in socket like 
hooks mn which, respectively, engage with 
.the’frame bars B, A, and have upturned lips 
Qm" n’, to also‘ receive the rear edge of t e 
m’ ,. . _ foil>D'_-’. , ' _ , - 

I the modified, form of toy or model 
aeroplane, for which the attaching devices 
shown in Fi ‘s. 9.15014 are shown, a sup 

ljportingaero oil, asE (seev Fig. _9,) .is ?tted 
‘- between the upper surface of frame bar F 

. and-‘the crossed, strands of a wire which‘ is 
'bentvatoiand-there ?tted over said bar-F, . 

40 its-free'ends having the socket 'likehooks 
‘ ‘which alsoenga e said bar, the inter “ P 9‘. , 

lyzmediate, crossed 'por ion ‘of said-wire thus‘. 
:jjlying above the upper surface of said bar 
band attaching the lae'rofoir'to the frame. 
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a r ‘Witnesses: I . ,_ 

:The forward or GlOVatQl‘gitGI'QfOil G imth-lss» ~_ . 
" ‘Podi?cathn, ' (See Figs! ‘1.2, to: 14), isjatié'; J 

tache'd to the bar F by awire deviceifolded, 
at r; Where it'engages with, a stud s,‘ that“ 
projects upwardly from bar'F, the. arms I 
t t of said wire terminating in socket 
hooks u u, which embrace the bar F., 
Other variations may be resorted to withf 

in the scope and‘spirit of my invention, and 
parts thereof .used without others. ' _‘ 

I clainiz- ' 

1., An aerofoil attaching device for ‘model 
or toy aeroplanes,v the ‘same. comprising 7 a ' 
strand of spring wire, bent to form. opposite 
framebar engaging sockets and having en 
gagingcmeans for the opposite edges of an 
aerofoil, said engaging means being "spaced' 
apart a less-distancewhan'the.width of the 
aerofoil,.to tensionally hold the latter as 
sprung, to provide a cambering ‘curvature 
for said aerofoil. v . _ 'v ‘I _ ~ 

2. A; device} for attaching, an'aerofoil to 
the V frame at a: model or toy aeroplane, 
the same 'comprisi'rr .1,a_.,strand of‘ spring 
wire, intermediately' ént at‘ oppositev points 
to vform embracing sockets for-‘the diverging 
bars of saidfframe?he'closed portion of said 
strand being'raised --abfojve "thezfframe and 
there 'fo'rr'ned'v into a ‘receiving. cradle for 
thenfol'ward edgelofsaid-aerofoil, and the 
free arms "of said device,vbeing crossedbe: 
neath .tliejraxne, said'arms terminating in 
socket portions to respectively ‘engage the 

. frame 'bars and ‘to ‘receive therear edge of 
-said‘aerofoil'.. ‘ i '- - > ' ' 

‘Means ‘for attaching an aerofoil to the 
bars of a vV frame for toy or model aero 
planes, the same comprising a ‘pair of spring 
wire‘ members, each bentgat separate points‘ 
to engage a. frame ,bar, and the extremities 
of said members being formed into inturned 
hooks to ~_~rece‘ive the opposite ‘edges of said 
aerofoill?v?? ' " I 
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